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Introduction
Prostate cancer is the second leading
cause of cancer related death in
Western countries [1]. The prevalence
of the disease is very high, but many
men diagnosed with the disease will
die from unrelated causes. This is
because prostate cancer very often
is a disease of old age that grows
slowly. Common treatment for pros
tate cancer in clinical practice involves
radical resection of the entire gland
or radiotherapy with a dose distrib
uted over the whole organ. Provided
that the cancer has not metastasized,
these therapies are curative, though
concern over their side effects has
led to patients and their doctors delay
ing this treatment and, instead, enter
ing into active surveillance or watch
ful waiting programs. In order for
patients to safely forgo curative treat
ment, it is essential to characterize
their disease: to determine that it is
sufficiently benign that growth will
be slow and metastasis improbable.
Selecting these patients, with low risk
disease, that are appropriate for active
surveillance requires accurate diagno
sis of not just the presence of tumor,
but how aggressive it is: i.e. how fast
it is growing and how likely it is to
metastasise to the lymphatic system.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is an emerging technique for making
this patient selection. It can diagnose
the presence of tumor, localize it in
the organ and provide information as
to how aggressive it is. The MRI exams
employed for this purpose usually
involve multiple imaging sequences
including a T2-weighted sequence,
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and
one or more further techniques such as
dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCEMRI) or Proton Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopic Imaging (1H MRSI) [2].
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Radiologists can read the different
imaging modalities to decide the loca
tion, size and potential malignancy
of the tumor which are all indicators
of its metastatic potential. Acquiring
and reporting imaging data in this
way is known as multiparametric (mp)
MRI. MRSI is the only mpMRI method
ology that acquires data from mole
cules other than water [19]. A three
dimensional (3D) 1H MRSI data set
consists of a grid of spatial locations
throughout the prostate (see Fig. 1)
called voxels. For each voxel a spec
trum is available. Each spectrum
consists of a number of peaks on a

frequency axis, corresponding to
resonances from p
 rotons with a certain
chemical shift in different molecules.
The size of a peak at a certain frequency
(chemical shift) corresponds to the
amount of the metabolite present in
the voxel. In this way MRSI measures
the bio-chemicals in regions of tissue
in vivo without the need for any exter
nal contrast agent or invasive proce
dures. Examples of spectra from two
voxels, acquired at a magnetic field
strength of 3 Tesla (3T), are given in
figure 1B, C, which clearly shows the
differing profiles that are characteristic
of benign prostate tissue and its tumors.
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1

(1A) T2-weighted MR image of a transverse section through a prostate
with an overlaid grid of MRSI spectra from voxels within the prostate.
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(1B) One example spectrum shown on a ppm scale from a region of benign prostate tissue. (1C) A spectrum from
another voxel that, in this case, co-localises to a region of tumor.

Important metabolites
in prostate MRSI
The initial papers on in vivo prostate
MRSI were performed at a magnetic
field strength of 1.5T [3-5], and three
assignments were provided for the
observed resonances: choline, creatine
and citrate (Fig. 2). The small number
of these assignments reflected the
simplicity of the spectrum, which con
tained two groups of resonances: one
in the region of 3.3 to 3 ppm, which
will be referred to as the choline-cre
atine region, and another at 2.55–2.75
ppm, which shall be called the citrate
group. These assignments related to
what were believed to be the strongest
metabolite resonances. People should
be aware however, that the assign
ments are representative of multiple
similar molecules. The choline assign
ment reflects the methyl resonances
from multiple compounds containing
a choline group (Fig. 4): choline,
phosphocholine and glycerophospho
choline. Similarly, creatine refers to
both creatine and phosphocreatine.
In between the choline and creatine
signals another group of resonances
are present: the polyamines (mainly
spermine and spermidine). The citrate
resonances are from citrate only but
can have a complicated shape, although
in vivo at 1.5T they give the appear
ance of a single peak. Nowadays a mag
netic field strength of 3T is used more

and more for prostate spectroscopic
imaging, which gives opportunities to
better resolve the choline, polyamines,
creatine resonances, but also changes
the shape of the citrate signal.
Larger choline signals are associated
with tumor in nearly all cancers [6].
High choline signals are interpreted
as being evidence of rapid prolifera
tive growth and, more directly, the
increased membrane turnover
required for cell division. Membranes
contain phospholipids: phosphatidyl
choline and phosphatidyl ethanol
amine, which are synthesised by
a metabolic pathway involving cho
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line-containing metabolites known
as the Kennedy pathway. It is in the
synthesis and catabolism of these
products, upregulated in proliferative
tumor growth, that causes the
increase in these signals.
The large amplitude of citrate reso
nances observed in prostate tissue is
due to an altered metabolism particu
lar to this gland. Prostate tissue accu
mulates high concentrations of zinc
ions which inhibit mitochondrial acon
itase, leading to a build up of citrate
in the prostate’s epithelial cells [7].
This citrate is further secreted into
the ductal spaces of the prostate as
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Examples of 1H MRSI spectra acquired from benign prostate tissue and
tumor at 1.5T.
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The introduction of
a metabolite ratio

3B

1.5T
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Ci

To transform the described changes
in choline and citrate signals between
benign (high citrate) and tumorous
tissue (low citrate, high choline) into
a marker for prostate cancer, the
metabolite ratio was introduced [3-5].
The signal intensities of the different
spectral peaks were quantified by
simple integration of the two groups
of resonances (the choline-creatine
region and the citrate group), and the
results were expressed as a ratio of
the two. This gave the choline plus
creatine over citrate ratio (abbreviated
to CC/C [4]) or its inverse (with citrate
as the numerator, [3, 5]). With choline
in the numerator and citrate in the
denominator, it became a positive
biomarker for the presence of cancer.

Ci

Cho
Cho

ppm
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Simulated spectral shape of Cho and Ci for typical echo times (120 ms at 1.5T,
145 ms at 3T). Identical concentrations, i.e. scale factors, are applied, but
different line broadening of the signals (4 Hz at 1.5T; 8 Hz at 3T). Note the
difference in the spectral shape of Ci and the different peak amplitude ratios
for Cho/Ci.
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Structural formulas of the key small molecule metabolites observed in the
spectra of prostate tissue. For each group, cholines and creatines, the common
moiety is highlighted in red. The protons that give the MR spectral resonances
present in the choline-creatine region are indicated in green. Choline-containing
metabolites have 9 co-resonant protons in the region 3.2–3.25 ppm. Creatines
have three co-resonant protons at 3.05 ppm. Citrate has four protons that resonate
at two chemical shifts (2.6 and 2.7 ppm), one for each proton in a pair bonded
to the same carbon. This pair also has a coupling between them and the symmetry
of the whole molecule ensures that two protons co-resonate at each frequency.

part of prostatic fluid, which has
a high concentration of this metabo
lite. Prostate carcinomas do not accu
mulate zinc ions, so they do not have
this high citrate concentration. The
increased presence of tumor cells
within a 1H MRSI voxel can, therefore,
have two diminishing effects on the
observed citrate signals: epithelial
cells that accumulate citrate can trans
form into, or be replaced by, tumor
which has low citrate, or the lesion
can grow through the ductal spaces,
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thus displacing the prostatic fluid.
The relative contribution of each of
these two physiological changes,
whether we are observing tumor for
mation and malignant progression
or a histological change in tumor
invasion of ductal structure, is not yet
known. It is, however, clear that there
is an inverse correlation of the levels
of citrate metabolite and tumor cell
density with some evidence to support
a similar correlation with the aggres
siveness of the tumor as well [8].
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Acquiring the MRSI data sets
As the prostate is embedded in lipid
tissue, and lipids can cause very strong
unwanted resonance artefacts in pros
tate spectra, the pulse sequence to
acquire proton spectra is equipped with
five properties to keep lipid signals out
and retain optimal signals-of-interest
in the whole prostate [9].
1. L ocalization of the signal with sliceselective pulses. The point resolved
spectroscopy sequence (PRESS) is
a combination of one slice selective
excitation pulse and two slice
selective refocusing pulses leading
to an echo at the desired echo time.
The three slices are orthogonal,
producing an echo of the volumeof-interest (crossing of three slices)
only.
 eighted acquisition and filtering.
2. W
Proton MRSI data sets are acquired
using a phase encoding technique
where the gradients across spatial
dimensions are varied with each
repeat of the pulse sequence. By
using weighted averaging of these
phase encoding steps (smaller
gradient steps are averaged more
often than larger gradient steps)
and adjusted filtering of the noise
in these weighted steps, the result
ing shape of a voxel after the math
ematical translation of the signal
into an image (Fourier Transform)
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is a sphere. Contrary to conven
tional acquisition without filtering,
the spherical voxels after filtering
are not contaminated with signals
from non-neighboring voxels.
3. Frequency-selective water and lipid
suppression. The pulse sequence
has two additional refocusing pulses

that only touch upon water and
lipid signals. Together with strong
crushing gradients, signals from
water and lipids are suppressed.
4. Outer volume suppression. Around
the prostate, slice-selective pulses
can be positioned to suppress all
signals in the selected slabs. These

5A

slices can be positioned quite close
to the prostate, even inside the
PRESS-selected volume-of-interest.
5. Long echo time. To accommodate
all localization and frequency
selective pulses, the echo time of
1
H MRSI of the prostate is around
120 ms at 1.5T and 145 ms at 3T.
At longer echo times, lipid signals
decay due to their short T2 relax
ation time.
The prostate is small enough
(< 75 cubic centimetres) to allow a
3D 1H MRSI data set to be acquired,
with complete organ coverage,
within 10 minutes of acquisition time.
The nominal voxel size is usually
around 6 × 6 × 6 mm, which after
filtering as described above results
in a true voxel size of 0.63 cm3.

Spectral patterns

5

5B

T2-weighted MRI image of a transverse section through a prostate as shown in
figure 1 with an overlaid grid of MRSI-voxel data displayed as fitted spectra (5A).

Due to multiple different protons in
the molecule, a single metabolite can
have multiple resonances. If interac
tions exist between protons within
a metabolite, the shape of a spectral
peak can be complicated. A resonance
group of protons that has a mixture
of positive and negative parts is said
to have a dispersion component in
its shape; a symmetrical-positive peak
is referred to as an absorption shape.
Choline and creatine resonances
appear as simple peaks (singlets),

5C

5

Two spectra (shown previously in figure 1) with their fitted model metabolite signals (5B, C).
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T2-weighted MR image of a transverse section through a prostate as shown in figure 1 with an overlaid grid of MRSI-voxel data
displayed as spectra (6A) and as the pseudo integral CC/C ratio (6B) from metabolite fitting of the spectra. The ratio data points
are interpolated and shown on a color scale of values from 0 (blue) to 3 (red). The tumor containing region of the prostate
corresponds to the higher ratio values: the cyan-red area in the image.

although they very often cannot be
separated from each other as they
overlap within in vivo spectral line
widths. The structure of citrate, given
in figure 4, results in protons at two
different chemical shifts, with cou
pling between each proton and one
other (a strongly coupled spin sys
tem). The spectral shape of these
protons depends on their exact chemi
cal shift, the coupling constant
between them, the pulse sequence
timing and the main magnetic field
strength. At an echo time of 120 ms
at 1.5T (and a very short delay
between excitation and first 180
degree refocusing pulse), the spec
tral peaks of citrate are close to a
positive absorption mode. The spec
tral shape consists mainly of an inner
doublet with small side lobes on
the outer wings. Together with line
broadening the citrate protons quite
closely resemble a single, somewhat
broadened peak. The small side lobes
around this peak are hardly detect
able over the spectral noise in vivo.
At 3T with an echo time of 145 ms
(examples given in Fig. 1), the nega
tive dispersion components of the
citrate shape cannot be ignored. Its
side lobes are substantially larger and
reveal also some negative compo
nents [10]. Therefore the area under
the curve, the integral, is substantially
20

smaller at 3T than at 1.5T. Because
of its complicated shape, it is essen
tial at 3T to incorporate this shape in
quantification of the signal.

Signal quantification by
integration or metabolite
fitting
The size of the peaks of the individ
ual resonances represent the amount
of the metabolite present in the voxel.
Integration provides a simple method
to quantify the spectra, as long as
all signals have an absorption shape.
Although it cannot discriminate
between overlapping resonances, as
long as overlapping signals (choline
and creatine) are summed in a ratio
this does not matter. With clear sepa
ration between citrate resonances
and the choline-creatine region, the
CC/C ratio can be calculated. How
ever, as pointed out earlier, the spec
tral shape of citrate is not straight
forward, and ignoring the small
satellites at 1.5T, or simply integrat
ing the large dispersion parts of the
signal at 3T, would inevitably lead to
underestimation of the total citrate
signal intensity. An alternative is to
fit the spectra with models of the
citrate resonances with their expected
shape. The shape can either be
measured, using a solution of citrate
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placed in the MRI system and a spec
trum acquired with the same sequence
as the in vivo data, or it can be calcu
lated using a quantum mechanical
simulation (Fig. 3). By this process of
spectral fitting, models of each metab
olite’s spectral peaks are fit to the total
spectrum and the intensities of each
fitted model are calculated. A linear
combination of the metabolite models
is found by the fitting routine such
that
Data = C1*choline model + C2*
creatine model + C3*citrate model
+ baseline		
Eqn1.
The coefficients C1-4 give the relative
concentrations of the individual
metabolites.
When fitting with syngo.via, the result
of a fit to a spectral peak can be
expressed in two ways: as an integral
value, which describes the area under
the fitted spectral peak, or as a relative
concentration (incorporating the num
ber of protons in the corresponding
peak) of the metabolite, called the scale
factor (SF) of the metabolite.
As noted earlier, the integral value
of citrate is different for 1.5 vs. 3 Tesla
due to the different spectral patterns
and would also change if pulse
sequence timing other than standard
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Table 1: Typical integral values of the CC/C ratio in prostate tissue
at 1.5T [17] and pseudo integral values of CC/C at 3T [18]:
Tissue

1.5 Tesla*

3 Tesla**

Non-cancer peripheral zone

0.28 (0.21– 0.37)

0.22 (0.12)

Non-cancer central gland***

0.36 (0.28–0.44)

0.34 (0.14)

Cancer

0.68 (0.43–1.35)

1.3 (3.7)

*median and 25th and 75th percentile

**mean and standard deviation

would be used. If the scale factor is
multiplied with the number of resonat
ing protons (#H), it represents the
intensity of a signal, in relation to the
integral value of a pure singlet of one
resonating proton in absorption mode.
We call this entity pseudo integral,
which is calculated as A.
pseudo integral (Metabolite) =
#H * SF (Metabolite).
For citrate this pseudo integral is per
haps best described as the numerical
integral of the magnitude (all negative
intensity turned positive) of the citrate
spectral shape, ignoring signal cancel
lations of absorption and dispersion
parts of the shape.
The spectral fits are shown for the two
spectra in figure 5 with model spectra
of the three metabolites choline, cre
atine and citrate. It can be seen from
these spectra that the relative ampli
tudes of the metabolites vary between
the benign and the tumor spectrum.
As expected, the benign spectrum has
a higher citrate amplitude while the
tumor has a greater choline amplitude,
relative to the other metabolites. Com
bined in the CC/C ratio, the positive
biomarker for the presence of tumor
in the prostate is calculated.
Depending on the used quantification
(spectral integration without fitting
(a), fitted relative concentrations (b)
or pseudo integrals (c)) the CC/C can
be calculated by:
(a) {Integral(Choline) + Integral
(Creatine)} / Integral(Citrate)
(b) {SF(Choline) + SF(Creatine) } /
SF(Citrate)
(c) {9*SF(Choline) + 3*SF(Creatine)} /
4*SF(Citrate), respectively.

***combined transition zone and central zone

The numbers in the last equation
c orrespond to the number of protons
of the different signals. Generally,
use of the pseudo integral ratio is
strongly preferred, as it is least sensi
tive to large variations in individual
metabolite fits in overlapping signals
(choline and creatine). Note (again)
that this pseudo integral ratio does
not aim to provide a ratio of absolute
metabolite concentrations, as this is
very difficult with overlapping
metabolite signals, partially saturated
metabolite signals due to short TR
(T1 effects), and variation in signal
attenuation due to the use of a long
echo time (T2 effects).
Now, what could be the effect on
the ratio if further metabolites are
included in the fitting? Could even
polyamines be incorporated in the
analysis [11]? After separate fitting,
the main focus of the analysis could
just be on choline and citrate, which
have opposite changes in intensity
with cancer, to make a simpler and
potentially more sensitive choline/
citrate ratio. Various metabolite
ratios have been proposed [12, 13],
and there is certainly value in using
choline over creatine as a secondary
marker of tumor malignancy that can
give complementary information to
the CC/C ratio [14-16]. However, any
of these interpretations are limited
by how well the individual metabolite
resonances can be resolved. At 3T
the choline, polyamines and creatine
resonances all overlap (Figs. 1 and 5).
In practice this lack of resolution in
the spectrum translates to errors in
the model fitting where one metabo
lite can be overestimated at the
expense of another. For example a
choline over citrate ratio could be

underestimated if the polyamines fit
was overestimated and accounted for
some of the true choline signal.
While acquisition and fitting methods
are being actively researched to
improve the individual quantification
of these metabolites, it is more reli
able to stick to the pseudo-integral
CC/C ratio.
Once reliably calculated, the CC/C
ratio combines the essence of the
observable spectroscopic data into a
single quantity that can be displayed
on an image (Fig. 6), combining the
key information into a simple to read
form for radiological reporting.
Published values of the ratios for
tumor and benign tissue, which are
calculated in a similar way to the
syngo.via fitting, are listed in table 1.

Future perspective of MRSI
for prostate cancer
The CC/C ratio is the most used
method for interpreting 1H MRSI data
of prostate and prostate cancer. It
remains, essentially, the integral of
the choline-creatine region divided
by the citrate region, a simple combi
nation of the metabolite information
in a single-value marker that is sensi
tive to the presence of tumor. The
use of areas under the resonances in
the ratio has the implication that the
absolute value of this biomarker is
largely dependent on the acquisition
sequence used. Any change in field
strength, the pulses or pulse timings
will change resonance amplitude and
shape due to T1 and T2 relaxations
and the scalar couplings of especially
citrate. Values of the ratio quoted
in the literature for tumor or benign
tissues depend strongly on how the
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ratio is actually calculated and are,
therefore, often not directly compa
rable. However, using the Siemenssupplied default protocols for acquisi
tion and syngo.via postprocessing
enables one to make use of published
values as given in table 1, and incor
porate 1H MRSI of the prostate into
their clinical routine.
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